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Book summary

this book reports some events that occurred in the
course of my life that I take to my life as my most

insane stories, I will tell only 2 stories about me so
much attention to detail



1 chapter - who am I
Before telling the stories of my life I will explain to all readers

who I am! My name is Eduardo Soares de Araújo, I am currently

20 years old and I am very happy with everything that has

happened to me and I will share some stories with everyone

because I think these stories should not be kept only with a

group of friends and family, study currently from the Campos

Salles faculty in the course of accounting sciences



2 chapter - The Christmas Insane 
I woke up around 6:00 am on the 24th, to help my mother

to make all the preparations for Christmas, I
accomplished everything she had asked me that morning
and the day seemed normal, around 09:00 am, my family
arrived to help with the rest of the preparations, but I

could no longer help and had many people to help
something that had never happened before, my aunt Ieda

was making the shin and letting it
fall to the floor and burned its own foot. 

We took her to the doctor and everything was fine, but
when the sun was setting I had to go out to meet some

friends of mine and go buy drinks and fruits. 
I met my friend and we went to a market at the end of my

house, when we arrived we made the purchases of the
things that were missing and during the passage of the
purchases in the supermarket box the attendant flirted

with me and with him he even passed the telephone
number for the two .

 



When it was already 10:40 pm my friends and I went to get more

drinks, but now it was a more specific drink was Whiskey, and we

were in a very dangerous neighborhood and my friend bumped

into the whiskey bottle of a perishable person who was in that

place, during the discussion of my friend and this guy, the 

friends of the guys pointed weapons at us and we were very

scared, and we did not pay a new whiskey to the guy  and we left

for my house, when it was already 2:00 am my girlfriend asked

me to go and see her and to give a merry Christmas to her

family and I went with my friends that she had talked to take too,

her family was also well drunk and my friends also when we

arrived at my girlfriend's house we talked to all the people there

and we stayed outside the house for a moment that I was talking

to my mother-in-law about my girlfriend Jessica , started a fight

of my friends with the family of Jessica because my friends

ended up kissing the girls who were at the party with their

parents, and ended up generating the fight because my friend did

more things with my uncle's Jessica and this sparked off the

fight, 



because the girls' father picked it up. I left home and
had to take a friend of mine to the hospital because

during the fight he broke a finger and it was the most
insane Christmas I had during my life. 

3 Chapter - My Dating 
One day I was touching social networks just like I always do

every day, but that day something strange happened, a girl

commented in my photo "Hello, how are you?" and I sort of did

not understand why she'd done that, but the pride spoke louder I

waited a week to call her and asked her why she said that in my

picture. After a week I called her and she asked her why she did,

she was already late the girl whose name was Jessica was

dating a boy and the day of that comment some weeks passed

and the girl posted a photo and I saw in my news feed, and I

looked at the profile and saw that I had no more pictures with

her boyfriend and I decided to call her to talk and she spent a

week



 talking and I called her to go eat out and always the "no"

answer, until I gave up and she came after me, and finally we left

the second time, April 12, 2017. We were very close to each

other always talking and we ended up falling in love with each

other, but I always went rolling for some people I liked, but on

May 20 I asked her in courtship and she did not accept, so I said

to she "I never ask you to date again next time you're going to

ask" and on May 27th the day before her mother's wedding she

asked me to be dating, but not of her own free will only because

she wanted to take me to the marriage and her mother said that

I would only if I were her boyfriend outside that it would not be

possible for me to go, so she asked for May 27, 2017, and as

incredible as it may seem we are still dating and we are very

happy 



Final considerations
I hope everyone has enjoyed the book and have liked and

understood a little about my life and who I am, these stories tell

a little about me and the kind of people I am and thanks for

reading a little about me  


